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Overview

Recognizing time-varying object states in complex tasks is a

challenging issue. In our work, we propose a novel model to jointly

infer object fluents and complex tasks in videos, in our model:

➢ A task is a complex human activity with specific goals.

➢ A fluent is defined as a time-varying object state.

➢ A hierarchical graph represents a task as a human action stream

and multiple concurrent object fluents which vary as the human

performs the actions.

In this process, the human actions serve as the causes of object state

changes which conversely reflect the effects of human actions.

We can infer the

fluents of mug

according to task and

infer task according

to fluents of mug and

coffee can:

mug: 

empty           full

coffee can:

closed          open

make coffee

For a given input video, a causal sampling search algorithm is

proposed to jointly infer the task category and the states of objects.

For model learning, a structural SVM framework is adopted to jointly

train the task, fluent, cause, and effect parameters. We test the

proposed method on a task and fluent dataset. Experimental results

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Model

We propose a hierarchic

al graph model to descri

be fluents and tasks. On

this graph, the task cate

gory is the root node, w

hich is decomposed into

a human action process

and several object fluent

processes. Each fluent

process is composed of

several continuous sequ

ential object states in te

mporal domain and the

action includes several sub-action processes. The score of labelling v

ideo I with fluent states f and task y is defined as:

This equation combines the appearance, cause, effect, and fluent

change relations to measure the compatibility of the task and fluent

state. It provides a unified framework to jointly represent, learn, and

infer the task and fluents in videos.

We calculate appearance,

cause, effect, and fluent change

relations respectively:

Total loss:

measures the joint loss between the hypothesized

task-fluent labels and the ground-truth ones:

Experiments

Methods Accuracy

Frame CNN 0.39

LSTM 0.31

Two-Stream CNN 0.54

4DHOI 0.62

ALE 0.67

Our Method 0.72

Methods Task Acc Fluent Acc

App 0.609 0.290

App + Csl 0.614 0.294 

App + Csl + Rel 0.72 0.37 

Methods Accuracy

SFCNN 0.25

Our Method 0.37

Overall task recognition accuracy

Overall accuracy of 50

-class fluent states

Ablation analysis of different model terms  

Visualization


